
Evolution of Title Blocks 
for Use on 1929 National Bank Notes 

Title blocks were prepared at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to demonstrate how typeset 

titles would look on the proposed Series of 1929 national bank notes. There is more to them than the unusual 

fonts. 

Co-author Lofthus discovered these specimens and the correspondence quoted or mentioned below 

in Bureau of Public Debt correspondence files in the National Archives. 

The transition from large to small size currency by the Treasury involved a lengthy process that got 

seriously underway on August 20, 1925, when Secretary of the Treasury Andrew W. Mellon, a Coolidge 

Republican appointee, appointed the first of several committees to restudy the small note question. Every 

aspect of the conversion was considered, but one overarching objective was to adopt uniform designs. The 

faces of the new notes were going to look the same regardless of class and the backs for the different 

denominations were going to be of a uniform one-size-fits-all design. 

The thorny question of what to do with national bank notes was deferred to last during the transition 

because everyone recognized that printing stocks of the new notes for all the issuing banks was going to be 

a nightmare. However, by the end of 1927 one concept had gained traction throughout the Treasury 

Department. That was that the bank information would be overprinted on otherwise uniform face stock. 

Everyone wanted to avoid having to create and manage a stock of thousands of different face plates that 

otherwise would be required. 

To this end, Ogden Mills, then 

Undersecretary of the Treasury, requested on 

December 27, 1927 an opinion from the Solicitor 

of the Treasury at the Department of Justice 

whether overprinting of the bank information 

would be permitted by the current statutes. An 

affirmative answer was forthcoming on January 

10, 1928. 

Left to be done was to determine just what 

needed to be overprinted. 

Without giving much thought to details, 

William S. Broughton, Commissioner of the 

Public Debt, requested specimens of typeset title 

blocks from Alvin W. Hall, Director of the Bureau 

of Engraving and Printing. 

The fabulous samples that Hall submitted 

May 18th are those reproduced here on Figure 2. 

Notice that the form for these is a direct 

lift from the Series of 1902 notes right down to 

inclusion of a postal location and plate date. See 

Figure 1. 

Hall was honoring the legal definition of 

bank title, which is “the exact name of the bank, 

including the name of town, but not that of state.” 

The bank titles on his mockups were positioned 

above the will-pay line. The postal location and 

plate date, which were written in script on large 

size notes, appeared below the will-pay line. 

The mockups gave Treasury officials 
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Figure 1. Series of 1902 title blocks served as models 

for the BEP mockups by notably incorporating the 

postal location and plate date, which appear in script. 

Dates found on 1902 notes include the date of 

organization, date of extension and date of title 

change. 
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something to chew on. Henry Herrick Bond, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, sent the following to 

Comptroller of the Currency Joseph W. McIntosh on May 24th. 
In connection with the reduction in size of the paper currency of the United States the Department 

has under consideration for National bank notes imprinting of the titles of the issuing banks by surface 

process from electrotypes on blanks otherwise fully engraved. At the present time on National bank notes 

the obligation of the issuing bank is stated in the following form: 

The 
First 

National Bank 
of Lebanon 

Will pay to the bearer on demand 
Ten Dollars 

Lebanon, Virginia   July 1, 1907 
The entire obligation above quoted could be included in one electrotype. It seems desirable, however, 

to engrave the amount in the plate and at the same time to retain in the plate the line “will pay to the bearer 

on demand.”  If the two lines in the obligation as underscored above are retained as engraved work, and 

the form of the obligation is not changed, two sets of electrotypes will be necessary—above for the title, 

and below for the address and charter date. This is impracticable, however. 

To obviate the difficulty, it has been suggested that the charter date be omitted and that the address 

be placed immediately below the bank title. The obligation will then appear as follows, the engraved work 

Figure 2. Mockup title blocks prepared in May 1928 at the Bureau of Engraving and 

Printing to illustrate what typeset title blocks would look like on small size national 

bank notes. These titles are slightly different than actual titles for Brooklyn (9219) and 

San Francisco (13044). 
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being underscored: 

The 
First National Bank 

of 
Lebanon 

Lebanon, Virginia 
Will pay to the bearer on demand 

Ten Dollars 
I am not sure but that the name of the town “Lebanon” could be omitted in the second instance, and 

the name of the state “Virginia” placed in parenthesis so as to show it is not a part of the title. The obligation 

would then appear: 

The 
First National Bank 

of 
Lebanon 
(Virginia) 

Will pay to the bearer on demand 
Ten Dollars 

Will you please let me have your opinion on the points raised above: (1) whether there will be any 

objection to the omission of the charter date; (2) whether the location of the bank may be placed directly 

under the title; (3) in cases where the name of the town is included in the official title of the bank, whether 

there would be objection to omitting it as indicating location, where there could be no possible 

misunderstanding as in the above instance. 

McIntosh replied the next day that he saw no problem with any of these points. In particular, he 

advised that the use of plate dates no longer served any purpose because national banks had perpetual 

succession under the terms of the McFadden Act of February 25, 1927. 

Figure 3. Paste-up and largely hand-drawn model for the $5 Series of 1929 national bank notes approved by 

Secretary of the Treasury Andrew W. Mellon and his subordinates on January 17, 1929. Photo courtesy of the 

National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Similar deliberations followed concerning the charter numbers and bank signatures. $5 and $10 

models were submitted by the Bureau after Treasury officials rendered a few minor tweaks including 

elimination of the parentheses around the state. The models were approved by Secretary Mellon on January 

17th, 1929. The $5 is shown here as Figure 3. 

Source for Information 
Correspondence files: Bureau of the Public Debt, Series K Currency, box 12, file 722 (53/450/54/01/06 box 12), U. S. National 

Archives, College Park, MD. 

This chapter is from The Encyclopedia of U. S. National Bank Notes published jointly by the National Currency 

Foundation (www.nationalcurrencyfoundation.com) and Society of Paper Money Collectors (www.spmc.org). 
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